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The Multitrillion Dollar Love Affair
Dear United Nations and Leaders,

The International WaterWay Enterprizes I(we) recently discovered that they stole the gold that
was bought to build the Temple of Understanding with in West Virginia. I(we) summons fines
and fees in the amount of ten trillion U.S. Dollars or equal value in gold. I told them not to let
the gas companies come in there and disturb that land, but now they have dozed the area
where the gold once laid and has been stolen or if it was not there it was already taken
beforehand. Now the truth is out and everyone is looking for our gold and wondering the true
heart that holds.
All of the promotional ideas we gave that have actually year to date brought in trillions of
dollars was a nice gift and probably enough to supply Earth’s creatures for centuries. Look at all
of the nice facilities built from investments into utilities, facilities and organizations from our
money and promotional ideas. Detroit always appreciates our committed residual involvement
and have always considered us grandpapied in. In the accumulation of our money countries,
governments, religions, families and businesses may have been misused and interweaved into a
system overruled by greed and doubt. It seemed as if they were so free to abuse and use
anything for easy disposal. Still to this day, a faith exists. It may have just been a community of
men, women and children with faith in God or in themselves, but each were inspiring to save
our Dear Mother Earth and all of her inhabitants. As parents we care. We provide food, clothing
and shelter for the world and can’t bear to see anyone in despair. Being in governmental,
religious, family and business positions is a true gift. This is a power entrusted by God, or some
just a faith within. It should always be treated with great respect.
The spiritual leader of the community in West Virginia that founded New Vrindaban was beaten
on the head leaving him feeble and unsteady due to health issues and medications. The one
man that was willing to stand up and protect us and that was trying to save the world wasn’t
always able to make decisions clearly anymore and publicly announced that he did not want to
manage and wanted to step down. I witnessed this three times within a week. Some were not
fond of this income source ending, so they coerced him into signing papers and they traded him
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the land for a rock. He had already went to jail for their misuse of his funds. Everyone trusted
him and gave to him to build the Temple of Understanding. People became over struck by
greed and they took it and invested it into unstable systems. He was lucky to spare enough gold
from their clutches for the Temple Of Understanding. Now, after watching the pillaging of the
Earth, it has come to my attention that they are looking for the gold that I was the allotted
owner of. The others that stole the rest already cashed in on part of the gold years ago. Now
they want the rest. I(we) don’t know where the gold is, but I(we) do suggest this - but ask that
of thee….. that could befriend and end so easily!
Due to the circumstances of Kirtananda Swami Bhaktipada’s (Keith Ham’s) deteriorating health
and incompetency of mind, I(we) consider it wrongful coercion in the signing of the papers
representing trade or sale of any of the property bought or leased originally by Howard
Wheeler III, and any properties bought due to our profits from our promotional ideas and
fundraisers. The original land belongs to Howard Wheeler III’s family and should be deeded in
their names. Bhaktipada instructed the managers to get my house and twenty to forty acres of
the land put into my name before they had him sentenced to jail because they wanted to make
deals to rape the Earth and Bhaktipada did not want any part of this. He was set on following
Srila Prabhupada’s Mission to build Temples there to save the Earth. I(we) protest any drilling
or mining on, in or under any of that land. There are many other places adequate for such
facilities. I(we) consider this a multitrillion dollar theft that could lead to the total destruction of
Mother Earth.
If they destroyed or removed the cornerstone to the Gateway for the Temple of Understanding
then they have broken the Laws of God and then there are not enough sanctions on this Earth
for true justice. That cornerstone was placed there to stop the destruction of this planet. If this
cornerstone has not remained intact then you must be charged with attempt of the Earth’s, and
all residing entities,’ destruction. I(we) will negotiate the fines to be equal to fifty trillion US
dollars for this offense if the cornerstone was removed. The money and gold have been trickled
down into our systems and the true intentions need to be met.
These monies will be used for the Seven Temples on Seven Hills, and maintenance cost for one
hundred years will be saved out. The rest will be distributed by International WaterWay
Enterprizes LLC to provide fresh water, gardens, food distribution, dental (gold fillings & caps)
and preventive medicine for the poor in all countries with no discrimination towards race,
religion, gender, or age and will be a population based program. The religions and non profits
deserve ten percent right off the top to help re-establish faith, safety and security,
sustainability, and efficiency. The poor economy has put a heavy burden on them and their
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facilities need to be refurnished and updated. Each country should have enough dairy cows to
provide enough milk for everyone. These cows should not be eaten. They are Mothers and give
their milk to the world. We should learn to respect all of our Mothers on this Earth.
In my dreams I ended up in between Paki and India and saw a city buried beneath a layer of the
Earth to my right. I kept thinking about this and the craziness of everyone trying to blow
everything up and them dozing everything looking for the gold. So, I pictured what I saw and
looked into those windows that tunneled within. I found some piles of beautiful Italian Gold
Jewelry with Diamonds, Rubies, and Perils. These are artifacts lost to the world just waiting to
be rescued and preserved by their originator that is true to heart. I listened and could hear the
sound vibrations of the hearts living within the tunnels of torture that are praying to be
released. I am an interracial mother and am probably related to everyone in the world
somehow, so I don’t feel it is right to discriminate because of being. Ones intentions should
always be a main factor in any decisions, and it is always nice to give everyone a second chance.
So, these fines may also be settled through a promotion from I(we) called Tunnels Of Love! This
program is being offered by one of I(we)’s little stars, Diamond Of Life LLC and celebrates the
gratitude for all of our wonderful ladies in the world. It will provide healing centers for
preventive medicine and learning centers. It’s for all the ladies that were fortunate enough to
help out everyone, or for the ones that couldn’t even help themselves; for the ones that could
smile and for the ones that were in too much pain to smile or never got a chance to smile; for
the ones honored for serving that lost their lives, for those that still have their lives, and for the
ones dishonored with the diseases and death left from the poisons of war; it’s for all of our
wonderful ladies and for all that they love and for all that love them, and it’s especially for our
Dear Mother Earth, for loving us all and letting us all love. I(we) have a quest to find and release
souls from the tunnels of torture and return them to the Tunnels Of Love to be with their
families. This will help heal the hearts of the people of every nation.
I(we) need our money, land, and gold to be returned or reciprocations need to be made to
enable us to build the Seven Temples On Seven Hills as planned and Save the Planet! I(we)
figure that ten trillion US dollars is only ten percent of what we have gave to you, but will
accept it to cover the repayment of the money. The residual incomes are infinite. We just need
to end this vicious cycle and we don’t want to keep repeating it. After our community’s cost the
rest should be given back to God, the People and to Mother Earth. The land in West Virginia will
be deeded to the family of Howard Wheeler III and operational decisions will be left up to
them. He and his family are the rightful owners of that land. It was wrong to evict his widow
and children from his own land.
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It was greedy to risk people’s lives for decades for get rich, get even schemes. All of this money
was stolen and put into systems that only produced doubt and despair. That money was for The
Temple of Understanding For the Glorification of God, and For the Upliftment of Mankind and
needs to be used for that. That gold may be long gone; I don’t know. I realized that gold has no
soul or heart, but it does have a Mother and that it belongs to Mother Earth and we need to
save her first.
To promote Saving Our Dear Mother Earth, I(we) ask that new standards be set and that the
implementation of the program HydroBlast Splash be put into effect as soon as possible. I(we)
created HydroBlast Splash to induce procedures and timelines for the dissimulation and
containment of explosives and combustibles that pose safety risk due to increased climatic
changes. I(we) suggest replacing it with water, H₂O. For areas of disaster you can put seeds in,
too so that sprouts will cover the Earth. We can use our war heads for fighting fires since there
is destined to be more with the Earth’s changes. We must remember not to harm; even water
causes problems when there’s not enough, too much, or too strong. Making bombs and trying
to blow everything up gets old after awhile and just cost too much. It reminds me of my
brothers, cousins and their friends when we were young. Always throwing M-80s and shooting
fireworks at each other. It’s fun for awhile, but it gets too expensive and dangerous.
Since I was allotted ownership of the gold, whether everyone has stolen it all or not, it should
not be going into weapons of destruction and should be put into constructing and securing a
better future. As the first true trillionaire I can finally do what I intended to do from the
beginning – Save Detroit/Save the World. Isn’t that nice how God has made everything into a
true story? I had already contacted someone on movie/music/story/publishing rights on this. It
was like God was planning this all out and using me as a tool. I already presented it to a few
people a few months ago and that is who I will be going through unless they have some other
desire. Of course it all will be left up to their heart’s discretion.
The lines on TV from all of you running for elections saying you brought or are bringing jobs
back here are not really true. Everything sat for years and just kept getting worse until it drove
me so crazy and broke my heart. Even Mayor Bing looked so sad. I decided to form IWE and
initiate changes by proposing promotions like the one I presented at the beginning of this
decade - Build It Here; Ship It There; Anywhere. I told one of the Big Boy Billionaires that my
new promotion for this new decade was to appreciate and be thankful for what God has given
us. I told him that previous moves have motioned poor quality and safety issues that his
industry cannot afford, and that we have everything right here to produce optimum products.
Plus, the pressure from the economy has made it unsafe and risky in some places. I pretty much
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yelled at him telling him we were going to use up the life value of the vehicles and buildings we
have here and utilize the skilled labor that we have already trained to put us back on the road
to success and out of economical distress. This would be a model for other countries to quickly
follow and lead us all into a more secure, stable economy. I thought it up at the beginning of
this new decade in the freezing cold watching everyone around me lose everything and could
not bear to watch it anymore. It got so bad people here couldn’t afford heat, but they tried to
adjust and wore layers instead. It was so hard watching this so I then presented it to Mayor of
Detroit and he took it straight to the President and within a week or two incentives were
released to pave the success of this road. It’s an old tactic that is perfect for the world during
this time and these circumstances and it has the true heart of gold – bringing families back
together again. It takes time to make laws, but it is always fast and easy to lend a helping hand.
That was what was needed and so it passed. It was due to these people seeing what was real
and stepping up to make a difference along with my annoying persistency that put the tires
back on track to moving forward again. Within weeks I heard the engines roaring once more
and the wheels were rolling back in motion.
It’s actually just one of my programs to help bring families closer together by not having people
displaced all over the world. I presented it because everyone here was going down fast and
they were all going to end up like me soon. I was so tired from being ripped off by the rgis
inventory company I was working for. I went in debt even more driving to their jobs and only
getting to work two hours. The greedy embezzling racketeering mail frauders get in hours, gas
mileage provided, better easier cleaner jobs, bonuses, and are not discriminated against
because of their religion or who they might know or might become. They didn’t like me because
I wouldn’t help bring on the collapse of the world. Then I couldn’t afford to pay my credit card
debts and now I am harassed by the banks and they are trying to send me to jail. I couldn’t
afford their high cut throat illegal interest rates, fines and fees anymore anyway. I was taking
out loans on loans on top of loans. I even went back to college to take out loans to pay the cut
throats. How do they expect me to catch up when they slammed me so hard from all
directions? Sorry, I don’t have any money. I gave all I have to all of you and even borrowed and
borrowed, but you will never be happy, will you? You’ve used all of my allotted finances and
gold for decades. Now you all pay me back! I guess keeping buildings standing and people alive
isn’t worth getting paid for so pay back the rest of what is owed to me so that I can invest it into
the people where it originally came from and where it belongs.
I know it is obvious that my promotions are worth trillions, but I have too many friends and
children to share with for me to be a trillionaire. It was bad enough that no one will do anything
about some of the college professors stealing student’s ideas. So many students are
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complaining about it so I wanted to change it to a desire of having ones ideas honored and
awarded instead. Then someone stole one of my ideas and gave it to pepsi. It was not yours to
give, so you will have to pay the consequences. I thought up this idea as a humanitarian idea to
help someone else that finally was getting to implement their humanitarian plans after thirty
years. This was a gift to them and to the world to show appreciation for them stepping up and
still caring about humanity after so many years. They could have just given up. It was to involve
everyone in his project and make it fun and challenging at the same time. This wasn’t for a soda
company’s tax write off and that type of thing is not considered reciprocation. This was about
saving lives not just about making money. Now because of this theft the largest species are in
big danger of dying due to dehydration like elephants, whales, rhinos, etc… and of course us,
the humans, and our children. The karma is yours along with that of countless human lives that
may have been saved by now. When you steal someone’s ideas you are robbing them of their
energy created within and have no realization of the true responsibilities that are held in the
heart of the owner. You have tainted my water with poison and destroyed the lives of many!
This was part of my Save Detroit; Save The World plan. It’s a Do It or Die Mission for us all!
I still tried to push on and rise above it and take more classes. Then I found out that a couple of
the instructors that teach in building/sustainability/architecture/engineering are also caught-up
in the multibillion dollar real-estate scams. This isn’t all teachers. It seemed to be just a small
group or individuals that have misplaced priorities. They teach faithless prejudice philosophies
and the students starve and suffer from debts on the instructor’s road to being
millionaires/billionaires. Then after doing the math of this I realized that this too was another
multitrillion dollar scam if you look at the big picture. You might as well as put it in the K-12s.
The way things are going we might not need colleges anymore. If we don’t deal with these
issues our facilities will house homeless shelters instead. If things continue as they are people
won’t have money for college and assume since they learn so much in K-12 why should we
waste the money? It cost us as parents so much to send our children to schools. Would it will
be more economical to teach the rest in our facilities and award employees for their ideas and
creativity or would this eventually put the job force at a standstill? If too much money is being
wasted in that system then it’s time to close the loop up somewhere. Does anyone else want
me to do a walkthrough of any of their facilities? It seems that I’m picking up the vibrations of
any money that was borrowed from the Temple Of Understanding funds. I helped turn around
the whole economy that will eventually affect everyone for centuries to come. I hope this
creates happiness for everyone, but it still leaves a lot of work left undone towards saving the
Earth. Is there anything else you desire or want me to do?
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I know some of the plants here are doing at least five to twenty seven times better than last
year. Imagine if life was really fair and I could even just have one percent of that. My debts
would be paid and I would be set. At least give me that. I even proposed transitional thoughts
and ideas for the future so that I won’t have to ever see this again.
I have another great scheme that is part of one of my Save The Children plan. It started out evil
and God turned it good. I thought of it while being treated unfairly while working, counting. I
guess I started thinking revenge and then I realized that system was torturing them as well and
every one on down the line as back stabbing became constant and I saw the numbers going
down. I started looking for changes that could be made and found matters that needed to be
dealt with right away and of course started writing again. Few understand how big this really is.
I suspect it to be in full gear here very shortly. I call part of it Picking flowers for Radha, Krsna
and the children. We can refer to it as Plowing The Poppies, instead. It’s kicking into gear and as
soon as this year’s Top Big Boy Billionaire realizes what a great exchange it is, then they’ll hop
on the same train also and head up the tracks of recovery. It will help support the families there
for decades. That’s what I call hitting a grand slam for this side. Does anyone wish to follow?
I could not understand what I was going through. I kept thinking about what everyone else is
doing right now. Then I realized why I could see these scams and feel the pain from them in my
heart that no one else can. It was because I was allotted the ownership of the gold and my
priceless land. Only the true heart of ownership would be able to feel, see and hear all of that
and the only reason why is because I care about people and the Earth. I could hear the cries of
the people and the Earth as well. That is why I was entrusted with the location of the gold. I
really do care about people and have learned that their lives are more important than any
money or gold. I would never risk someone’s life for gold or my own over such a torturous
greed. He knew I would not risk my life or any of the workers’s trying to dig it up. Next thing
you know they’ll be finding reasons to tear down the Palace or parts of it to look for the gold.
The Palace was already there when the gold was buried. They dozed Bahulaban, so either the
gas company took my gold or greedy thieves dug it up before they dozed and lent it to the
systems. It wasn’t just one person either; it was a collaborated involvement that abused all of
our systems throughout the world. Let’s refer to them as its; short for idiotocracies – they never
actually end up being productive because they do things to destroy us all even themselves and
the Earth. Due to the true love of art that my dear friends the Italians hold in their hearts the
value of art will soon be worth more than its weight in gold once again; the way it’s supposed
to be. I can’t believe you were even able to control that. It will never be this high again. The
wayward crews are out of control and we have to take hold.
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I love math, so I sat down and did some math a few days ago. Such good businessmen! They’re
always hoping and waiting to make that one hundred percent profit. Just can’t fall short a little
bit. They just couldn’t look around and see that their real gold was in their homes and families.
If you guys don’t try to cash in my gold now the price will go way down. Come On – Let’s see
who stole my gold! I(we) want it back!!! You can decide your own fate and destiny here. I am
not so greedy and am willing to settle for today’s value at ninety percent profit with interests
added of course.
There you all are. Is that what you wanted from me? It’s obvious the way everyone was acting
the last few years that they were trying to bring out the true owner. I hope all of the Lords of
this Universe are happy with this because I am almost positive I topped out this week. This is
about the best I have. Is that what you’ve been waiting for? You all got it out of me? You have it
all now! I did not let discrimination rule my heart. I rose above it all and stayed neutral. I gave
everything I had to all of you. It’s my gift to the world. I hope you all love it as much as I do. It’s
got the heart and soul of a true Mother. It just goes to show when all else fails and your trained
experts and professionals can’t pull through; then it’s time to call in a Mother.
Now it’s time to work together to clean up our messes from all of this and not leave them for
our children. They have suffered enough. There have been too many casualties. We have to try
to keep our species alive now. I know sometimes you have to make a mess to clean up a mess
but the results are worth it. It’s going to take a lot to clean up the Aids/HIV mess. I remember
when I first heard about aids. It was in our Mother City, New Orleans (She gave me conception
of my first child). I was standing off the corner from Bourbon Street and one of my friends told
me he had just heard about it and they thought someone created it to kill off gay men. We
talked about it for awhile and realized that it isn’t fair to judge people due to their personal
preferences that didn’t cause harm to anyone. Then as we talked about it we realized that it
was probably created by someone that doesn’t care about women, either and that wants to
end the life of all humankind. So, as a group we talked and decided in order for man/woman to
survive we would have to be more careful and stick together. So, some of my friends and I
decided that we need a plan, and it was then, over a quarter of a century ago, that pairage
arose from this age, and so to this day we still dance. We decided it was best for couples to pair
up with lifelong commitments. It was a union formed like marriage to protect humans. We
realized that we need men and woman to survive no matter what their personal preferences
are. Marriage is a scared union of man and women for the propagation of children for this
world, and some find security here. Pairage was created to save our species and to protect
those of like preferences to them and find security here. This gives everyone a chance to
survive and is what is fair.
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I don’t know why God entrusted me for all of this. I am a great sport and always ready to hop
into the game, but I don’t talk appropriately to most people. To tell the truth I would rather just
say “let’s climb to the highest peak and wrestle or make love all the way down the mountain in
the attire God brought you to this Earth in”. Sorry, I’m getting too old for all of this fighting. I
am really sorry though if I have stepped on any toes.
The world is a lot different than it was a few decades ago. We have to remember first to do no
harm. This is where it should start. Without our Dear Mother Earth we no longer will exist.
Please start plans for our survival and not our destruction. Look around at the messes we have
and then look at your children. Do you want to leave that in their hands?
This is a true story and is in honor of the lives of many souls that gave so much for The Temple
Of Understanding. The money and gold that were stolen have become part of a multitrillion
dollar scam from the last century that carried over into this one. I want to make amends and
turn negative to positive once again. This is the decade that turns this story into a multitrillion
dollar love affair. It’s the one where we really do bury our mistakes from the past and create a
better future.
May There Be Peace in the Heavens; Peace on Earth, The Great Lord is Peace…. Peace, Peace,
Peace. May the Great Lord and Peace Be With You All!

Love You All, Always,

Lala
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Model Of The Temple Of Understanding And City Of God
Created By Srila Prabhupada’s Disciples and Grand Disciples
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Design Plans And Features Of The City Of God
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